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rAbstract
Background: In this body of work we investigate the synergistic-topological relationship
during self-organization of the microtubule fiber in vitro, which is composed of straight,
axially shifted and non-shifted, acentrosomal microtubules under crowded conditions.
Methods: We used electron microscopy to observe morphological details of ordered
straight microtubules. This included the observation of the differences in length
distribution between microtubules in ordered and non-ordered phases followed by the
observation of the formation of interface gaps between axially shifted and ordered
microtubules. We performed calculations to confirm that the principle of summation of
pairwise electrostatic forces act between neighboring microtubules all their entire length.
Results: We have shown that the self-organization of a microtubule fiber imposes a
variety of topological restrictions onto its constituting components: (a) tips of axially
shifted neighboring microtubules are not in direct contact but rather create an ? interface
gap? ; (b) fibers are always composed of a restricted number of microtubules at given
solution conditions; (c) the average length of microtubules that constitute a fiber is
always shorter than that of microtubules outside a fiber; (d) the length distribution of
microtubules that constitute a fiber is narrower than that of microtubules outside a
fiber and this effect is more pronounced at higher GTP-tubulin concentrations;
(e) a cooperative motion of fiber microtubules due to actualization of the summation
principle of pairwise electrostatic forces; (f) appearance of local GTP-tubulin depletion
immediately in front of the tips of fiber microtubules.
Conclusion: Overall our data indicate that under crowded conditions in vitro, the
self-organization of a microtubule fiber is governed by an intrinsic synergistic-topological
mechanism, which in conjunction with the topological changes, GTP-tubulin depletion,
and cooperative motion of fiber constituting microtubules, may generate and maintain
a ? synergistic-topological matrix? . Failure of the mechanism to form biologically feasible
microtubule synergistic-topological matrix may, per se, precondition tumorigenesis.Background
Microtubules are functionally and critically involved in the major events of intracellular
organization including cell morphology [1], cellular motility [2], cell division [3], intracel-
lular transport [4], signal transduction [5] and memory encoding [6].2014 Buljan et al.; licensee Springer on behalf of EPJ. This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative
ommons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and
eproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly credited.
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bules to undergo highly coordinated behaviour, which implicates diverse forms of
crosstalk phenomena including crosstalk between microtubules and other cytoskeletal
components, between two or more individual microtubules or between different
domains of single microtubules [3,7-15]. It has been recognized that crass-talk
between cytoskeletal components (including microtubules) is ? conditio sine qua non? for
synergy to occur in the system [16]. Therefore, it is not surprising that in the presence
of highly correlated motion of microtubules, combined with crosstalk, the presence of
different modes of synergistic mechanism may be observed [17-19].
It has been shown that the mitotic spindle is a ? self-made machine?, i.e., it can
self-organize under biologically poor conditions (in the absence of centrosome and
chromatin) [20-22]. To explain these findings it has been proposed that the physical
state of the cytoplasm surrounding chromosomes is changed in a way that favors
microtubule growth and self-organization into the spindle [21]. Indeed, it has re-
cently been shown that self-organization of anastral spindles are guided by the
synergy of dynamic instability, autocatalytic microtubule production and spatial signaling
gradients [19]. Taken together these works may support the idea that some synergy
operating mode(s) may be inherent to microtubule systems and local solution
conditions.
The idea that the physical conditions of the cytoplasm may favor microtubule mitotic
spindle self-formation is similar to the concept of a spindle matrix. The concept of the
spindle matrix was introduced in order to explain the mechanics of complex movement
of microtubules in mitotic spindles and its highly correlated behavior in relation to
chromosome movement during cellular division [23]. Recent elaboration of the matrix con-
cept in the study of spatio-temporal control of complex reorganization of microtubules in
mitotic spindles during mitosis have shown that the concept requires further development
to include molecular details, pliable structural dynamic features and cross-linking features
[17,24,25]. As noted above, cross-linking may endow the system with cross-talk ability,
which is indeed a synergistic feature. Therefore, it follows that the concept of the spindle
matrix should also be bestowed with appropriate synergistic aspects. It has been suggested
that the matrix exhibits elastic gel properties [26]. On the other hand, the high resistivity of
the self-organized pattern in microtubules (in vitro) to disruptive forces may suggest that a
similar matrix is formed, which, in association with the spatio-temporal pattern of microtu-
bules in vitro, exhibits properties of an elastic gel [27]. Therefore, it would be beneficial to
extend the study of the microtubule spindle matrix to the analogous matrix of any
self-organized spatio-temporal microtubule pattern, especially those that include a far
simpler pattern that is formed under solution conditions in vitro.
To investigate the possibility that intrinsic synergistic mechanisms in conjunction
with the topology of spatio-temporally self-organized microtubules may form, we define
this as ?microtubule synergistic-topological matrix ? . Under biologically reduced solution
conditions in vitro, we have used a simple system comprising GTP-tubulin and a small
pool of classical microtubule associated proteins (see Methods).
Under the crowded conditions, in terms of GTP-tubulin concentration, we have
observed self-organized spatio-temporal patterns of microtubules (fibers). The crowded
conditions, if they are strong enough, may reduce the degree of freedom of motion of
protein molecule resulting in anisotropic motion [28].
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has to have significant degree of freedom of motion (rotational and translational diffusion)
[29]. Therefore, by limiting the accommodating space for free rotation and translation of
GTP-tubulin molecule, the highly crowded conditions are in conflict with solving the prob-
lem of ? blind mason? during microtubule assembly. However, we have shown that crowded
conditions in our experiments were not too strong so that the problem of ? blind mason? is
properly solved.
The fibers have always imposed some topological restrictions onto the constituent
microtubules and have self-generated local depletion of GTP-tubulin in the immediate
vicinity of the tips of microtubules. Obviously, affecting the shape of the fiber by acting
at the microtubule tips, the local depletion of GTP-tubulin determines the dynamic of
microtubule fiber in axial direction. In addition, there is strong mutual interdependence
between the topology of microtubules and local solution conditions. Therefore, the
spatio-temporal pattern of microtubules could be treated as an integrated composite of
microtubule patterns itself and locally associated specific solution conditions. In an
analogy to the spindle matrix, the nonlinear physics of integrated composites could be
mathematically modeled by means of some sort of matrix.
An important implication of our data is that the self-organized microtubules are co-lo-
calized, interconnected and interdependent. These three features are critical conditions for
crosstalk and consequently for intrinsic synergistic mechanisms to operate in the system
as well [16]. The physical basis of these features is the principle of summation of electro-
static pairwise forces, which acts between neighboring microtubules all the way along
their lengths [30]. Our calculations show that under the crowded conditions of our
experiments the pairwise electrostatic forces follow the principle of summation.
Therefore, the shape and the dynamic of fiber along its perpendicular direction are
determined by the action of the principle of the forces summation across the consti-
tutional microtubules. In addition, the principle endows constitutional microtubules
with cooperative behavior.
Taken together the depletion of GTP-tubulin and the action principle of pairwise
forces summation are critical and independent ingredients in the synergistic mechanism
and the formation of ? synergistic-topological matrix ? .
As for the rationale of our data we propose that, under crowded conditions in vitro, the
self-organization of microtubule fibers is governed by an intrinsic synergistic mechanism
that in conjunction with the topological changes in microtubules may generate a ? synergis-
tic-topological matrix ? .
Synergistic-topological mechanisms are pivotal in the formation and maintenance of a
matrix. Failure of intrinsic synergistic-topological mechanisms to form and maintain bio-
logically feasible microtubule synergistic-topological matrices may precondition the system
to decline into biologically non-feasible events such as aneuploidy during mitosis that may
in turn precondition the system for tumorigenesis [15,31,32].Methods
The systems tested
Unless stated otherwise all experiments were performed with microtubules in MES buffer
containing (in mM): 100 MES, 1 EGTA, 0.5 MgCl2, 1.0 GTP, pH 6.6. Microtubules were
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95% tubulin +5% MAPs [33].
Microtubule assembly was initiated by the addition of 1 mM GTP at 36?C. A stationary
state of assembly was reached in 30 minutes. Microtubule protein was prepared using
bovine brain as described elsewhere [33].
In order to observe the effect of calcium on microtubule morphology and their ordering,
in some experiments we added an excess of 1 mM free calcium (Ca2+).Electron microscopy: the morphology of ordered rudimentary microtubule phases on a
micrometer scale
Our goal was to observe morphological details of ordered straight microtubules. This
included the observation of the differences in length distribution between microtubules
in ordered and non-ordered phases followed by the observation of the formation of
interface gaps between axially shifted and ordered microtubules. For this purpose the
specimens were viewed using an analytical Philips CM12 transmission electron micro-
scope (TEM) at the Australian Key Centre for Microscopy and Microanalysis, at the
University of Sydney. EM images were obtained using a Gatan multiscan CCD camera
and an exposure time of 1.51 s.
In order to be viewed by EM, microtubules were prepared according to Langford ? s
method [34]. Briefly, samples of microtubules containing different MTP concentrations
were left to assemble for 60 min at 36?C. Microtubules were stabilised by adding 50%
sucrose, fixed and stained with 2% uranyl acetate on 200 mesh grids. Samples were left
overnight at room temperature prior to microscopic examination.
Microtubule lengths were measured using the Prism Image Analysis System (Analytical
Vision Inc, CA). The length of microtubules (both, curved and straight) has been mea-
sured as ? the average contour microtubule length? . In further text ? the average contour
microtubule length? will be referred to as ?microtubule length? . We were primarily interested
in microtubules of straight morphology. For this purpose our buffer did not contain any ex-
cess Ca2+. However, for the purpose of comparison we prepared curved microtubules by
adding an excess of 1 mM Ca2+ to solutions prior to microtubule assembly [35].
Microtubule samples were applied to coverslips (No 1 Superior Micro Cover Glasses
W. Germany) using the procedures described in [36].Results
Using transmission electron microscopy, we have studied the basic parameters of self-
organized microtubule fibers under crowded conditions in vitro. The basic fiber parame-
ters include: fiber size (the total number of constituent microtubules), the average length
and length distribution of microtubules that constitute the fiber. We have also observed
numerous, nanometer size, microtubule free space (which we termed interface gap) be-
tween the tips of approaching microtubules within fibers. In addition, our calculations
have revealed that total depletion of GTP-tubulin can occur in the immediate vicinity of
the tips of microtubule fibers, that is more pronounced versus more crowded conditions.
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Formation of self-organized microtubule fibers and their spatial networks are accom-
panied by symmetry breaking, which per se indicates the presence of a synergistic
mechanism(s) [37,38].
Straight microtubule fibers
We have observed straight microtubules spontaneously organize into straight fibers at
36?C in the presence of 7 mg/ml MTP and calcium chelated by 1 mM EGTA (Figure 1A).
Strictly speaking the fiber in Figure 1A is not constituted purely by the straight microtu-
bules. A very few slightly curved microtubules can be seen as apparently part of the fiber
structure. However, bearing in mind that the fiber ? s geometrical, physical and self-
organizational features are critically determined by the majority of straight microtubules,
we will continue to use term ? straight microtubule fibers? .
Obviously, straight fibers reflect distinct topological relations among the constituent
microtubules. Single microtubules were axially shifted relative to their neighbors in the
fiber. In this manner, fibers might extend by several average microtubule lengths. Further-
more, multitudes of straight microtubule-based fibers may spontaneously create a net-
work, i.e. they can form a discrete spatial pattern of a higher topological complexity
(Figure 1B) at higher MTP concentrations (10 mg/ml). If microtubules are predominantly
straight, then they can maintain a partial parallel ordering pattern at some locations, while
they cross each other multiple times elsewhere, forming star-like patterns. Additionally,
some locations maybe free of microtubules while they densely populate other locations.
Consequently, the initially homogenous space of microtubule multitudes become hetero-
geneous through symmetry breaking, i.e. differentiated into three regions: (a) microtubule
free regions, (b) regions consisting of star-like microtubule patterns and (c) the railroad
regions of parallel microtubules. Admittedly, massive spatio-temporal correlations must
be involved in this symmetry breaking phenomena that per se provides evidence of the
action of intrinsic synergy.Figure 1 Self-organisation of straight microtubules, at crowded conditions in vitro is guided by
breaking the symmetry of initially homogenous space, that reflects the presence of massive
spatio-time correlations, i.e. immanent principle of synergy. A. Fibers constituted by straight
microtubules. Electron-microscopy (EM), filtered, image at 12500?, in vitro at 7 mg/ml of microtubule protein
concentration, and 360?C. B. Straight fibers spontaneously self-organize into a spatial patterns of higher
complexity (network) in vitro, at higher microtubule protein (MTP) concentration (10 mg/ml). Predominantly
straight microtubules retain partial parallel ordering pattern in some locations, they are multiple crossing each
other at other locations, while microtubule free locations are formed as well.
Figure 2 Self-organisation of curved microtubules, at crowded conditions in vitro, is guided by
breaking the symmetry of initially homogenous space, that reflects the presence of massive spatio-time
correlations, i.e. immanent principle of synergy. Electron-microscopy (EM), filtered image of microtubules
fibers at 12500?. A. Several curved and entangled fibers constituted by curved microtubules, at 7 mg/ml
MTP and 1 mM Ca2+ in excess. B. Curved fibers spontaneously self-organize into a spatial patterns of higher
complexity (network) in vitro, at higher microtubule protein (MTP) concentration (10 mg/ml), and 1 mM Ca2+
in excess. Curved fibers are constituted of partially parallel curved microtubules, they are multiple crossing each
other at other locations, while microtubule free locations are formed as well.
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Although curved as a whole, microtubules may retain partial parallel ordering, thus
forming partially curved fibers. An example of curved fibers is seen in Figure 2A, at
7 mg/ml MTP in the presence of excess calcium. At a higher MTP concentration
(10 mg/ml) curved fibers spontaneously create a spatial network (Figure 2B). Here,
curved microtubules retain a parallel ordering in some locations, while crossing
each other elsewhere. Topological relations are different here in comparison to a fiber
formed by straight microtubules. Furthermore, some spatial domains are filled with mi-
crotubules while others are microtubule free. Curved microtubules, like straight microtu-
bules, are also increasingly breaking the spatial symmetry of the initially homogenous
space, making it increasingly more heterogeneous and therefore organizationally (i.e. syn-
ergistically) more complex.More details about self-organization of straight and curved microtubule forms
When the curved microtubules are dominant constituent of the curved fiber such as in
the case shown in Figure 2A, then their average curvature corresponds to the curvature
of the fiber itself within the standard deviation shown below. Using the circle approxima-
tion, we found that the average curvature of the curved fiber microtubules in Figure 2A is
0.0015 ? 0.00028 nm −1.
This situation is different when the curved microtubules are the minority among the
dominant population of the straight microtubules constituting the fiber in Figure 1A. We
have estimated that due to presence of ? impurity?, constituted of a few curved microtu-
bules, the width of the whole fiber in Figure 1A is enlarged on average by the factor 1.21.
In terms of microtubule diameter and the distance between neighboring microtubules,
this enlargement is equivalent to the sum of outer diameter of individual microtubules
and the distance between neighboring microtubules. However, this enlargement does not
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tween its length and width. Thus, the fiber still has straight and distinctly extended form.
The other population of rarely found curved and straight microtubules, located ran-
domly across the fiber and eventually near the fiber, we did not consider to be a part
of fiber structure. However, we assume them to be a part of non-ordered microtubule
population. This population cannot be self-organized because after the fibers formation,
the concentration of the rest of microtubules population is decreased below the critical
concentration for self-organization.
To illustrate the complexity and the strength of segregation and alignment of straight
and curved microtubule forms we use a very simple example of hybrid microtubules
(Figure 3). Hybrid microtubule is composed of intrinsically curved and straight parts.
Depending on the relative size of its parts the following may happen, straight parts for
example are driven into simple alignment, while some portion of the curved parts are
separated from straight parts and undergo their own alignment, while the remaining
curved parts, probably due to sterical reasons, may be entangled (Figure 3). This case
of hybrid microtubules illustrates how strong are spontaneous tendencies for segrega-
tion of morphologically different microtubule parts (straight from curved parts) whileFigure 3 The segregation (? demix? ) and alignment of straight and curved parts of hybrid microtubules,
on the basis of morphological criteria. Hybrid microtubule is composed of morphologically different regions:
straight and curved. Morphologically different regions tend to be spontaneously segregated along the same
microtubule, while morphologically corresponding regions tend to be aligned between the neighboring hybrid
microtubules. Bar is 0.1 μm.
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straight parts).
Since the curved microtubules were minority in our experiments their effects on the
direction of self-organization process could be negligible. However, we estimated
the average curvature by applying circle approximation. Therefore we have calculated
the curvature as inverse of relevant circle radius. The obtained average curvature of the
curved microtubules, which are a minority in the straight microtubules dominated fiber
(Figure 1A), is 0.001 ? 0.00039 nm −1, while the obtained value of curvature for the
curved microtubules outside the fiber is 0.006 ? 0.0008 nm −1. Therefore, in the straight
microtubules dominated fiber, the average curvature of the curved microtubules
(minority) is smaller by factor 6 than that of the non-ordered microtubules, and by fac-
tor 1.5 than the curvature of the curved microtubules of curved microtubules domi-
nated fiber, as shown in Figure 2A.Figure 4 The self-ordered microtubule phase differs from non-ordered phase in terms of microtubule
length distributions parameters and interface gaps. The length distribution in ordered ( ), and disordered
phase ( ), at 36?C, and MTP concentration: 5 mg/ml A(a); 2.0 mg/ml B(a). Then at 26?C, and MTP
concentration 5 mg/ml C(a). A typical examples of electron microscopy images of ordered and
disordered microtubules phase, taken at stationary state of microtubule assembly, at 36?C, and MTP
concentration: 5 mg/ml A(b); 2.0 mg/ml B(b). Then at 26?C, and MTP concentration 5 mg/ml ( C(b). White
dotted ellipse marks the fiber constituted by staggered microtubules. Figures A(c), and B(c) are details
taken from Figures A(b) and Figure B(b) respectively; arrows indicate interface gap. White ellipse marks
the fiber constituted by non-staggered microtubules. Bars are 0.5 μm.
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Our results show that microtubule fiber patterns, in vitro, manifest in two configurations:
axially shifted (staggered) and non-shifted microtubules. Fibers consisting of axially shifted
microtubules are shown in Figure 1A, Figure 4A(b), B(b) and C(b) (white dotted ellipse).
The pattern consisting of non-shifted neighboring microtubules is visible in Figure 4A(b)
and B(b) (white ellipse). The fiber consisting of non-shifted neighboring microtubules
cannot be extended.
The axial microtubule shift may extend fibers for several average microtubule lengths.
Microtubules that constitute the extended fiber are laterally separated by microtubule-
associated proteins (MAPs) by approximately 15 nm, while they are axially separated by
irregular nanometer size microtubule free spaces i.e. the interface gaps. The interface gaps
have irregular lengths that on average are commensurate to the average lengths of MAPs.
There are numerous interface gaps randomly located throughout the fiber. As men-
tioned, the size of the interface gap varies from location to location across the microtubule
fiber but is always at a nanometer scale (Figure 4A(b), B(b), C(b)). The interface gap is
laterally semi-confined by the walls of neighboring (parallel) microtubules and thus, is
partially and unevenly separated from the bulk solution. The variability of the size of the
interface gap is determined by the growth/shrinkage stage of microtubules that constitute
the axial semi-confinement.Fiber imposes topological restrictions onto its constitutive microtubules
The length distribution of microtubule self-organization into a fiber is narrower than that of
microtubules outside the fiber
In this section, we compare the distribution of microtubule length in the ordered
versus non-ordered phase (Figure 3). The exemplars of typical electron microscopy
images of ordered and non-ordered microtubules have been obtained during a station-
ary state of microtubule assembly, at 36?C and MTP concentration of 5.0 mg/ml
(Figure 3A(b)) and 2.0 mg/ml (Figure 3B(b)) as well as at 26?C and a MTP concentration
of 5.0 mg/ml (Figure 3C(b)).
Different degrees of microtubule self-organization (doublets, triplets etc.) are seen at
both temperatures (36?C and 26?C) and at concentrations of MTP above 1.0 mg/ml.
Statistical parameters of these data are shown in Figure 5A. The average microtubule
length increased as the concentration of MTP decreased. The average length dramatically
increased at a lower temperature (26?C) (at the MTP concentration of 5.0 mg/ml).
When we compared length distributions of ordered versus non-ordered microtubules
(Figure 4A(a), B(a), C(a) and Figure 5A), we obtained interesting results. The length
distribution of ordered microtubules was always significantly narrower than that of
non-ordered microtubules. In case of an MTP concentration of 5.0 mg/ml, the length
distribution of ordered microtubules was approximately 3-fold narrower than that of
non-ordered microtubules. In case of an MTP concentration of 2.0 mg/ml, the length
distribution of ordered microtubules is approximately 2.5 times narrower than that of
non-ordered microtubules. When the temperature was decreased to 26?C and at a concen-
tration of 5.0 mg/ml MTP, the length distribution of ordered microtubules was approxi-
mately 9-fold narrower than that of non-ordered microtubules.
Figure 5 The analysis of the length distribution and average length of ordered and non-ordered
microtubules. A. Shows statistical parameters of length distributions. B. The average lengths of ordered
( ) and non-ordered ( ) microtubules decrease linearly versus MTP concentration increase.
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outside a fiber
The average length of self-organized microtubules in a fiber is 1.12?, 1.33? and 2.33?
shorter than the average length of non-organized microtubules at 5.0 mg/ml MTP and 2.0
mg/ml MTP at 36?C and 5.0 mg/ml MTP at 26?C respectively (Figure 5A).
The average length of both microtubule populations decreases linearly versus MTP
concentration see graph in Figure 5B. It is interesting to note that the range of standard
deviation see graph in Figure 5B, and the related variance, see Figure 5A of ordered
microtubules inside the fiber is much more narrower than that of the non-ordered
microtubules outside the fiber.
The total number of microtubules that constitute an individual fiber is always restricted
Under our experimental conditions, we found that fibers comprising non-shifted
microtubules consisted of approximately ~2 to ~5 microtubules (Figure 4A(b), B(b)).
However, fibers comprising axially shifted microtubules consisted of a minimum of 2
and a maximum of 12 microtubules (Figure 1A, Figure 4A(b), B(b), C(b)).
Figure 6 Bundle of three parallel microtubules (1, 2, 3): an illustration of the principle of
summation of pairwise forces. Regarding the microtubule labeled as (2) this principle can be written
as follows: D
→
12 ? D
→
23 ? E
→
12 ? E
→
23 ? 0 (3) D? ATRACTIVE dipole-dipole pairwise interactions between two
parallel microtubules E? REPULSIVE electrostatic pairwise interactions between two parallel microtubules.
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conditions in our experiments
Once entropically brought close enough (such as in Figure 1A, Figure 2A, Figure 3,
Figure 4A(b), B(b), C(b)) straight microtubules or straight part of curved microtubules
may fall within the range of action of a variety of pairwise electrostatic forces. Due to
their principle of summation these forces further tune ordering of pattern, increase its
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through the following text and in Figure 6; eq. 3. The microtubule related electrostatic
forces have two sources from which they originate: (a) highly charged αβ-tubulin which
in addition possesses permanent dipole moment [39,40], and (b) salty (aqueous based)
medium which is necessary for microtubule growth (in vitro as well as in vivo). Salt in
aqueous medium is dissolved into its constituting ions and this concentration is represented
in terms of ionic strength. As far as ionic strength is concerned microtubules undergo
spatial self-ordering in the range of physiological ionic strength (0.1 - 0.2 M) and somewhat
lower [35,41]. Finally, in order to have as much as possible satisfactorily picture about inter-
actions which guide the microtubules spatial pattern formation in our microtubule system,
it is important to bear in mind that: (a) ionic strength was ~0.1 M, and (b) αβ-tubulin
concentration was above the threshold considered as critical for microtubule crowded con-
ditions. Under these solution conditions, variety of interactions may occur in the system,
but microtubules self-organization in particular may be affected mainly due to: microtubule
surface charge (repulsive electrostatic interactions), dipole-dipole attractive interactions
between two neighboring microtubules, screening microtubules negative charges by salt
counterions, charge-fluctuation forces between microtubules, and the principle of summa-
tion of pairwise electrostatic interactions. However, under conditions of our experiments
(salt concentration 0.1 M), charge-fluctuations interactions are at least about an order of
magnitude smaller than electrostatic interactions [30]. Therefore, we continue our analysis
having in mind that electrostatic repulsive interactions and dipole-dipole attractive interac-
tions are critical in ruling the formation and maintenance of microtubule pattern under our
experimental conditions.
Let us now consider interactions which straight microtubules experience by being
organized in parallel fashion of spatio-temporal pattern, and immersed in salty medium.
Due to negatively charged surface, the neighbouring microtubules will experience strong
electrostatic repulsive force. This force is weakened significantly due to the screening with
the salt counterions. It is calculated that if two straight parallel microtubules are at the
axis-to-axis distance of ~40 nm, then the repulsive electrostatic force between them is
about ~9.0 pN [42]. This calculation was made under the assumptions that: (a) the aver-
age microtubule length is ~5 μm, (b) ionic strength of salty solution is ~0.1 M (therefore
the effect of screening was included). Our experimental data show that at the same ionic
strength (~0.1 M) bundled neighboring microtubules of average length of 5 μm were kept
approximately at the distance of ~40 nm. This obvious agreement between the theoretical
predictions and our experimental data indicates per se that repulsive electrostatic force
between charged microtubules is critical for bundle formation and maintenance. If so, then
the immediate question is what is the force that may counterbalance this repulsive electro-
static force (force between the two charged microtubule)? It is quite natural to speculate
that attractive dipole-dipole force is potential candidate to counterbalance this repulsive
force. Under the similar solution conditions, mentioned above, dipole-dipole attractive
interactions between the two neighboring microtubules were found to be about ~330 pN,
which per se is far stronger than repulsive electrostatic force [42]. Why then two neighbor-
ing microtubules, in the bundle, do not collapse onto each other? If this happens it would
lead to a quite static structure. However, from the biological point of view, bundle has to
be and it is indeed highly dynamic spatio-temporal pattern [27]. Fortunately, for micro-
tubule in the bundle the situation is more complex than for two parallel microtubules
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taking place under crowded conditions of our experiments. Indeed, because of a particular
parallel geometry of bundled straight microtubules, the same kind of force may be
self-attenuated. Let us illustrate how this principle may act in the case of a simple bundle
constituted by three straight and parallel microtubules (Figure 6). In this case the micro-
tubule, which is placed between its two exterior neighbors is continually under the influ-
ence of pairwise forces generated between it and its neighbors. In other words, the interior
microtubule is in synchronous fashion pulled outward to the left and the right sides by
dipole-dipole attractive forces. The net effect of summation of these pairwise forces taken
together is their self-attenuation. On the other hand, the same microtubule is pushed
inward to the left and the right directions by repulsive electrostatic forces generated by its
exterior neighbours. Again, the principle of summation of pairwise repulsive forces will
lead to their net self-attenuation. Obviously, the principle of summation of pairwise forces
opens the ample possibilities of different combinations of forces that may support dynamic
equilibrium of the microtubule self-organized pattern.
Let us see now if the principle of pairwise forces summation is working under condi-
tions of our experiments. For that purpose we employed the criterion already developed
in the work of [30]. The criterion is mathematically expressed in the following inequality
nm >>
1
bπ R2 ? a2  : ? 2?
In the above inequality nm is the density of mobile ions in solution, R is the neighboringmicrotubules central axis-to-central axis distance, a is microtubule half diameter, and b is
the length per unit charge along microtubule surface. For the salt concentration of 0.1 M
we obtain the following density of mobile ions
nm ? 6:02 1025m−3:
To calculate the right side of inequality (2) we use the microtubule distance R = 40 nm,microtubule half-diameter a = 12.5 nm, and b = 8?. So for the right side of inequality (2)
we obtain
1
bπ R2 ? a2  ? 0:00246 10
25m−3
The left side of inequality (2) is far greater than its right side. Therefore criterion (2)
is satisfied, and consequently the principle of pairwise forces summation is operating
under our experimental conditions. Consequently, the principle of pairwise electrostatic
forces summation leads to fine tuning (cooperation) of constituting microtubule
motion within the fiber and its additional stabilization.
The local GTP-tubulin depletion may occur in the immediate vicinity of the tips of
microtubules
The set of topological restrictions imposed on microtubules self-organized into a fiber is an
important observation as it may indicate that an inherent mechanism regulates self-
formation and maintenance of the fiber. It was shown that the depletion of GTP-tubulin in
a region located in the immediate vicinity of the tips of microtubules might control the
number of microtubules organized into a microtubule aster [43]. We assume that, similar
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solution conditions that lead to a restricted number of microtubules that constitute a fiber.
Odde? s calculations indicated that there are three factors that are critical in order to obtain
total local depletion of GTP-tubulin near the tip of a single free (i.e. not bound in any spatial
pattern) growing microtubule [44]. These factors are: the bulk GTP-tubulin concentration,
the diffusivity and the rate of microtubule assembly. The calculations are based on a steady-
state mean-field model for the concentration of GTP-tubulin and the assumption that there
is only one GTP-tubulin binding site per microtubule that effectively contributes to micro-
tubule assembly.
According to these calculations, total depletion of GTP-tubulin near the tip of a single
microtubule may occur when the bulk GTP-tubulin concentration is 1 mg/ml (the
threshold at which crowded conditions start to appear), diffusivity (intermediate) is
6.4 ? 10 −12 m2/s and the assembly rate of an individual microtubule is 65 μm/min [44]. Ex-
perimentally measured, the real maximal microtubule assembly rate is 20 μm/min [45].
Odde therefore concluded that, under the given conditions, the GTP-tubulin depletion
could not be created in front of a tip of a single growing individual microtubule.
The factors critical for total GTP-tubulin depletion in our experiments are different to
those employed by Odde and favor the occurrence of depletion. The bulk GTP-tubulin con-
centration used in our experiments is approximately 10 times higher than those used by
Odde. Lower GTP-tubulin diffusivity may favor the creation of GTP-tubulin depleted re-
gions. Odde used an intermediate value for diffusivity. In our system, diffusivity is expected
to be much lower due to a strong influence of boundary conditions imposed by the pre-
sence of a multitude of crowded, single microtubules as well as microtubule spatio-
temporal structures (such as fibers). Therefore, the significantly higher degree of crowded
conditions in our system may lead to the significantly lower diffusivity than an intermediate
one employed by Odde [44].
Conversely, under highly crowded conditions (GTP-tubulin concentration approximately
7 mg/ml), the local reaction? diffusion conditions in front of a set of microtubule tips orga-
nized into a fiber may be quite different as compared to those of the single free microtubule,
which in turn may favor the creation of small GTP-depleted regions in the immediate
vicinity of the tips of microtubule fibers [46]. Let us assume that each individual micro-
tubule (within a fiber) grows independently, so that we may assume that they independently
take up GTP-tubulin from the common pool located in the immediate vicinity of their tips.
According to Odde? s calculations, a single free microtubule, in order to create a total local
depletion of the GTP-tubulin, should grow at a rate of 65 μm/min. Therefore, to reach the
same degree of local depletion in front of the tips of a fiber comprising two microtubules,
each microtubule should grow at an assembly rate of 32.5 μm/min. Consequently, in a fiber
consisting three microtubules, each microtubule should grow at a rate of 21.67 μm/min in
order to produce a total local depletion (Figure 7).
If we accept Odde? s assumption that there is only one GTP-tubulin binding site per
microtubule, then (see the graph in Figure 7), total local depletion of the GTP-tubulin will
certainly occur in close proximity of a fiber terminal, which is constituted by at least four
microtubules (where the assembly rate of each microtubule is 16.25 μm/min). However, in
our experimental conditions, we found an abundance of fibers comprising only two and
three microtubules (Figure 4), which may indicate that there is more than one GTP-tubulin
binding site per individual microtubule that constitutes a fiber. Thus, under highly crowded
Figure 7 Theoretical estimation of effective assembly rate of each individual microtubule within a
fiber at which the total depletion of GTP-tubulin in the immediate vicinity of fiber microtubule tips
may be induced. At crowded conditions (see the text), the total local depletion of GTP-tubulin at the tip
of individual, out of fiber, microtubule will occur if microtubule grow at 65 microns/min (Odde [44]). However,
maximal microtubule growing rate is 20 microns/min (Shelden and Wadsworth [45]). Therefore total depletion
of GTP-tubulin cannot be induced in front of individual, out of fiber, microtubule. However, each individual fiber
microtubule independently contributes to the depletion. Since their effect on depletion is cumulative, they may
induce depletion each growing at rate less than 65 microns/min. In the case of fiber constituted by the four
microtubules, depletion can be induced. Indeed, if each of four microtubule grow at ~16.5 microns/min, then
in terms of depletion efficiency; 16.5?4 = 66 microns/min, total local depletion may be achieved. At number of
fiber microtubules higher than four, depletion will be certainly induced.
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microtubules (Figure 7).The extension of the GTP-tubulin depletion zone versus the solution of ? blind mason?
problem
As we have mentioned above, apart from the tubulin concentration, its degree of freedom
of motion manifested as translational and rotational diffusivity plays important role in the
extension of GTP-tubulin depletion zone. In order to be docked in the appropriate loca-
tion of GTP-cap tip the incoming tubulin emerges from the bulk solution. If emerging
tubulin is endowed with full degree of freedom of motion, this would be the most favor-
able (energetically and entropically) situation. In other words, its subsequent manoeuvres
and placement in the location with any orientation would be equally probable. Therefore,
the ? blind mason? problem would be directly solvable. However, crowded conditions,
depending of their degree of crowdedness, may impair full freedom of tubulin motion by
imposing anisotropic conditions.
Consequently this may impair the solution of ? blind mason? problem. Nominally, we are
working at and above tubulin concentration of 1 mg/ml. This concentration is considered
as threshold above which crowded conditions arise [43,47-49]. A propos of ? blind mason?,
it is reasonable to ask the following question: does tubulin has enough space to perform
necessary manoeuvres by means of free rotation and translation at the critical concentra-
tion of microtubule self-organization and higher? As long as incoming tubulin has enough
space to perform free rotation and translation, the problem of ? blind mason? is solved.
Concerning tubulin, as far as we know, there are no appropriate data that can indicate the
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recently it was studied the emergency of anisotropy of motion of lysosome versus its
concentration within the range which includes crowded conditions (Table three in [28]).
The volume of lysozyme molecule, approximated by cylinder is ~141.3 nm3 [50]. The
volume of αβ-tubulin molecule, approximated by cylinder is ~464.5 nm3 [51]. To extrapo-
late the observed data of emergency of anisotropy of lysozyme motion and apply it to the
case of tubulin, we calculate ? the accommodating space factor ? for both lysozyme and
αβ-tubulin. The term ? accommodating space factor ? refers to the number of times the
? accommodating space? is greater than the volume of the protein. ?Accommodating space?
of protein is the space, which accommodates protein free rotation and translation. The
results (Table 1) show that anisotropy of lysozyme motion emerged at highly crowded con-
dition, i.e. at lysozyme concentration of 150 mg/ml. At that concentration the accommoda-
tion space factor for lysozyme is 1.12. Since at the same concentration, the accommodating
space factor for tubulin (2.61) is very close to the lysozyme? s accommodating space factor,
we speculate that anisotropy of tubulin motion should emerge at approximately close con-
centration of lysozyme? s one. Therefore, in our working concentration range (1-10 mg/ml)
crowded conditions are too weak to impair overcoming ? blind mason? problem. From the
dynamical point of view, in order to perform subsequent positional-orientational adjust-
ments by means of translational and rotational diffusion tubulin is endowed with
additional local space - this will be done at the cost of depletion zone extension.Mutual interdependence of microtubule pattern and associated local solution conditions
Through all our data we see that the spatio-temporal pattern of microtubules are a sen-
sitive function of solution conditions. For example in the presence of excess calcium,
curved microtubules and therefore curved fibers are formed (Figure 2A,B; Figure 3).
Furthermore, the concentration of GTP-tubulin affects parameters of microtubule self-
organization. The occurrence of fibers is more probable at more crowded conditions.
The length distribution of patterned microtubules changes differently in higher
GTP-tubulin concentrations compared to those of non-patterned microtubules. In the
presence of high GTP-tubulin concentrations, the width of the length distribution of
patterned microtubules is shorter compared to those of non-patterned microtubules
(Figure 4A,B,C).
Our calculations have shown that total local depletion of GTP-tubulin may occur in
the immediate vicinity of microtubule tips due to pattern growth dynamics (Figure 7).Table 1 Emergency of anisotropy of αβ-tubulin molecule motion in the bulk solution
LYSOZYME TUBULIN
Concentration [mg/ml] Fas Anisotropy Fas *Anisotropy
1 169.85 NO 394 NO
10 16.99 NO 39.4 NO
150 1.12 YES 2.61 YES
The emergency of anisotropy of lysozyme molecule motion may qualitatively indicate the emergency of anisotropy of
αβ-tubulin motion under corresponding solution conditions. Fas is the accommodating space factor which says how
many times the accommodating space is greater than the volume of one protein molecule. Accommodating space is the
space which accommodates free rotation and translation of single protein molecule. The volume of lysozyme molecule,
approximated by cylinder is ~141.3 nm3 (Matthews and Remington [50]). The volume of αβ-tubulin molecule, approximated
by cylinder is ~464.5 nm3 (Nogales, et al. [51]). *Anisotropy is the anisotropy of αβ-tubulin motion obtained by extrapolation
from lysosyme data under corresponding solution conditions (Table three in Dlugosz and Antosiewicz [24]).
Figure 8 Synergistic-topological matrix model*. This model summarizes our findings that indicate that
there is strong mutual interdependence between the pattern formation and the local boundary solution
conditions, which is driven by ? intrinsic synergistic-topological mechanism? (see Figure 9). For example
calcium, GTP-tubulin concentration, the vicinity of other microtubules etc. may affect the morphology of
pattern formation and vice versa the pattern affects the local solution condition (e.g. by fiber microtubule
dynamic instability and generating depletion). A. Synergistic-topological matrix* constituted by the pattern
(fiber) of axially shifted (staggered) microtubules, and associated specific boundary solution conditions.
B. Synergistic-topological matrix* constituted by the pattern (fiber) of non-shifted (non-staggered) microtubules,
and associated specific boundary solution conditions. *Mutual interdependence of microtubule pattern and
associated local specific solution conditions may be physico-mathematically modeled as synergistic-topological
matrix that is formed through ? intrinsic synergistic mechanism? (see Figure 9). Associated local solution
conditions include: local cross diffusion, local GTP-tubulin fluctuations (including GTP-tubulin depletion), and
different molecular species (such as proteins, and ions). The matrix concept specifically related to microtubule
mitotic spindle system can be found elsewhere (Lince-Faria, et al. [24] and Johansen, et al. [26]).
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between the pattern morphology dynamics and local solution conditions that can be
physico-mathematically modeled by a matrix that is driven by ? intrinsic synergistic-
topological mechanisms ? (Figure 8A,B; Figure 9A,B,C).Discussion
Existing data indicate that synergism is an essential element involved in biological com-
plexity of cytoskeletal (including microtubules) function. However, the mechanism(s) by
which synergism guides the self-organization of the microtubule system is yet to be
understood. For this reason it would be useful to study synergistic mechanism(s) related
to microtubule multitudes under minimalistic but crowded (in terms of GTP-tubulin
concentration) biological conditions, in vitro.Entropically driven spontaneous demix and self-organization of curved and straight
microtubules
We have observed microtubule self-organization under crowded conditions where
straight microtubules were dominant. However, to get rationale for this particular case
it is helpful to bear in mind what happen if the concentration numbers of straight and
Figure 9 The model of three classes of synergistic-topological matrix shown as shaped by the
synergistic-topological mechanism. Here we use the example of quintet fiber and illustrate, three main
classes of fiber end-configurations obtained in cases: (A) The effects of local GTP-tubulin depletion and local cross
diffusion are equilibrated. This case is relevant for biological system such as polarized epithelial cell (Schroer et al.
[57]) (see Figure 12A). (B) Depletion effects are overwhelmed by stabilization effects of cross diffusion. This case is
relevant for biological systems such as rod shape cell of the fission yeast Schizosaccharomyces pombe (Siegrist
and Doe [72]) (see Figure 12B). (C) Local cross diffusion effects are overwhelmed by depletion effects. This case is
relevant for biological system of fibroblast, i.e. in formation of leading edge cortical polarity during fibroblast
migration (Siegrist and Doe [72]) (see Figure 12C). The zone of associated local solution conditions as part of the
matrix are determined by the extension of depletion and cross diffusion. As the number of fiber microtubules
increases, its topology becomes more complex by exerting stronger effects on local events. Furthermore, in
addition to the initial stage (S1) (which is ruled prevalently by intrinsic microtubule stability), synergy between
GTP-tubulin local depletion, local cross diffusion, and dynamic instability, begin to play prominent role in
establishing the matrix of the fiber end-configuration. Depletion destabilizes microtubule end and inhibits
microtubule growth. Cross diffusion stabilizes microtubule end and stimulates microtubule growth. Dynamic
instability eliminates microtubule, partially or totally due to depolymerisation. Dynamic instability may
occur at any stage, but for clarity we illustrate it as commencing at stage S4. It is assumed that external
microtubules, as the most unstable are the most likely prone to dynamic instability. It may start at any
external side of fiber or at both.
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of microtubules whose curvature is at the critical threshold, which enables them to
undergo alignment (we call these microtubules ? slightly curved ? ).
If so, then at sufficiently crowded conditions, the system is unstable and undergoes
spontaneous phase segregation (demix) of coexisting phases, while slightly curved
microtubules join the population of straight microtubules [52]. Also when the straight
microtubules become much longer than the distance between neighboring microtubules,
then the spontaneous orientational ordering is initiated [53]. At the end of the process
(composed of demix and orientational ordering) the total gain of entropy for straight,
Figure 10 Spontaneous (entropically driven) segregation (demix) of straight and curved
microtubules and final orientational ordering under sufficiently crowded conditions. Here we
illustrate the self-organization of microtubule system which is initially homogeneous, i.e., it is constituted by
approximately equal amount of straight and curved microtubules. In addition, the system contains minority
of curved microtubules ( ) whose curvature is at the critical threshold for alignment (we call them
? slightly curved microtubules? ). Under crowded conditions, the distance between neighboring microtubules
becomes rapidly shorter than the average microtubule length; the system is unstable and undergoes
spontaneous phase segregation (demix) of coexisting phases (curved and straight), subsequently the separate
final patterns are formed by spontaneous orientational ordering. A. Homogenous mix of straight and curved
microtubules. B1. Demix of straight microtubule phase with minority of slightly curved microtubules.
(ΔSsd, ΔSsm - entropy of demix and mix, respectively). B2. Demix of curved microtubules phase. (ΔScd, ΔScm
entropy of demix, and mix, respectively). C1 Orientational ordering of straight microtubules with slightly curved
microtubules. (ΔSso, ΔSsdo - entropy of orientation and disorientation, respectively). C1.1 To be finally
accommodated the curvature of curved microtubule should be made smaller than the critical threshold.
This could be done by forced microtubule depolymerisation/repolymerisation that may be induced by
mechanism of summation of pairwise electrostatic forces of neighboring microtubules. C1.2 If curvature
of the curved microtubule cannot be reduced, curved microtubule is rejected. C2. Curved microtubules
orientational partial ordering. (ΔSco, Δscdo - entropy of partial orientation and disorientation, respectively).
Spontaneity of demix and orientational ordering of either population is entropically driven, i.e.:
ΔSsd ? ΔSso > ΔSsm ? ΔSsdo
ΔScd ΔSco > ΔScm ? ΔScdo (1)
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entropy during mix and orientational disordering (Figure 10A, B1, B2, C1, C2; inequality
(1)) [52,53]. Therefore, the total process constituted of phase demix and final pattern
formation due to orientational ordering, is entropically driven.
In practice slightly curved and straight microtubules can be often mixed in the
self-organized pattern, such as the fiber in Figure 1A. Here, the main question is about
the mechanism how the slightly curved microtubule got into the fiber structured of
dominantly straight microtubules? We have no data regarding the direct history of how
the slightly curved microtubule got into the fiber (Figure 1A). However, the data
regarding the average curvature indicate that the average curvature of non-ordered
microtubules is greater than the curvature of slightly curved microtubules built in
ordered structure of the fiber. We can speculate that there are two possible scenarios. The
first scenario is that the entropically driven processes of ? demix ? and alignment may tem-
porarily bring slightly curved microtubule into the fiber structure (Figure 10C1). Once
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(loose) fiber (Figure 10C1), the pairwise electrostatic forces in particular the action
principle of pairwise forces summation further tune and stabilize the fiber [30,39,40,42].
Consequently, the curvature of a slightly curved microtubules may become even smaller
due to the complex neighboring microtubule electrostatic interactions within the fiber, in
particular due to the actualization of the principle of summation of pairwise electrostatic
forces which may cause the cycle of microtubule disassembly/reassembly and/or their
direct bending. Therefore, the slightly curved microtubule may be straightened and stabi-
lized i.e. accommodated as part of fiber structure (Figure 10C1.1).
The second possible scenario is that the fiber structure may simply ? reject? microtubules
whose curvature is above the certain threshold as energetically and entropically costly in
order to be accommodated within the fiber structure (Figure 10C1.2).
Concerning segregation and alignment phenomena in the system of hybrid microtubules
(Figure 3) one can explain it on the basis of Onsager ? s principle: curved microtubules, with
the certain degree of straightness and rigidity, undergo partial parallel ordering and in part
just entanglement [53] (Figure 3).Spontaneous symmetry breaking during microtubule fiber formation and its network
self-formation provides evidence for the presence of intrinsic synergy
Although simple, our chosen system enables spontaneous formation of different forms of
microtubule fibers comprised of straight and curved microtubules, which further undergo
spontaneous segregation and symmetry breaking, thereby forming more complex spatial
networks (Figure 1A and Figure 2A; Figure 1B, and Figure 2B). Symmetry breaking is ob-
viously accompanied by an abundance of spatially and temporally correlated micro-
tubule multitudes. Therefore, spontaneous symmetry breaking during microtubule
self-organization reflects the presence of intrinsic synergy mechanism(s) [37,38].The fiber imposes topological restrictions on constituting microtubules
An exemplar of different classes of fibers formed under different solution conditions are il-
lustrated in Figure 4A(b), B(b), and C(b) and marked by a dotted white ellipse. We have
found that under a given solution condition the self-organization of a microtubule fiber im-
poses a set of topological restrictions onto microtubules that constitute the fiber. We have
found variable, nanometer-size microtubule free spaces located between fiber microtubules
that are approaching/receding (i.e. tip-to-tip), along the same fiber track (Figure 4A(c)),
B(c), see also an illustration of the interface gap in Figure 8A). As already mentioned, we
termed these nano-spaces interface gaps. The nanometer-size microtubule free spaces,
between tip-to-tip fiber microtubules are also observed in a microtubule MAPs free system,
where fibers are ordered by strong external magnetic fields [54]. In our system, MAPs are
present and fibers are spontaneously self-organized. It was also shown that microtubules
undergo spontaneous self-organization in the form of liquid nematic crystals under solu-
tion conditions commensurable with ours [55]. Importantly, the pattern of nematic liquid
crystals implicates the existence of microtubule free spaces between tip-to-tip of axially
approaching microtubules. The microtubule free spaces are also present in the fibers of
axonal microtubules that have an axially shifted configuration [56,57]. Therefore, the
presence of the microtubule interface gap, under a variety of experimental conditions, may
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vidual fiber microtubules such as mechanical force, energy and information processing
[26,39,58-61]. This may be critical in cellular wound healing [62,63].
In relation to topological restrictions in fibers, the following are pertinent: (a) the total
number of microtubules that constitute a fiber is always restricted at given solution condi-
tions; (b) the average length of microtubules within a fiber is consistently shorter than the
average length of free microtubules; (c) the length distribution of fiber microtubules is
significantly narrower in comparison to free microtubules (Figure 4A(a), B(a), C(a)). The
associated numerical data are summarized in Figure 4A,B. In addition, we believe that the
differences in standard deviations between ordered and non-ordered microtubules as
shown in Figure 5B graph, and the differences in variance intervals (Figure 5A) may come,
not from the quality of measurement, but from a different nature (in terms of freedom of
motion) of these two microtubules populations. Non-ordered microtubules grow freely,
stochastically and independently of each other, while ordered microtubules are subjected
to the local structural packing constriction conditions, which may prevent significant
differences in their lengths. In our view, these differences in standard deviations and vari-
ances, as such may ? per se? indicate that particular mechanism, that is, synergy mechanism
may be behind the microtubules self-ordering event.
By being inherent to the fiber microtubule topology, these restrictions drive the fiber
self-organization. To explain how these restrictions function, we propose the existence of
an intrinsic synergistic-topological mechanism.The synergistic-topological mechanism
It is very well known that microtubules capacity to undergo self-ordering is critical for
their biological function. Due to its biological function, a stable self-ordered microtubule
pattern has also to retain a certain degree of freedom of motion (flexibility). This extraor-
dinary dynamic feature of microtubule self-organized patterns is realized by means of the
principle of summation of pairwise electrostatic forces [30]. This principle plays fiber inte-
grative role, and in the same time it endows constituting microtubules with the certain
degree of cooperativeness. Once entropically brought close enough (such as in Figure 1A,
Figure 2A, Figure 3; Figure 4A(b), B(b), C(b)) straight microtubules or straight part of the
curved microtubules may fall into the range of action of a complex variety of pairwise
electrostatic forces. While these forces stabilize the pattern, they also, due to the principle
of their summation, endow constituting microtubules with certain degree of cooperative
motion (Figure 6). This is of essential biological importance. We have shown that under
our experimental crowded conditions the principle of summation of pairwise forces is
working (inequality (2) is satisfied). Although it is not limited to the triplet of microtubules,
the principle of forces summation can be fully understood in the case of microtubules
triplet (Figure 6 eq. (3)). Indeed, left neighbor (labeled with number 1) of intermediate
microtubule (labeled with 2) ? knows? what exactly does its right neighbor (labeled as 3), and
responds with appropriate reaction according to eq. (3). This is the essence of elementary
cooperativeness among fiber constituting microtubules. Rooted in the principle of summa-
tion of pairwise electrostatic forces, the cooperativeness of fiber constituting microtubules is
an important factor in the synergistic-topological mechanism about which we will talk later.
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the principle of summation of pairwise forces is working) and free single microtubules,
under the same bulk solution conditions, suggest that some local solution factor(s) and
mechanism(s) may be responsible for the above-mentioned topological restrictions in
fiber microtubules. Based on the analysis of our data, we propose that the key solution
factor responsible for the set of the above-mentioned topological restrictions in fiber
microtubules is the local depletion of GTP-tubulin. While depletion occurs locally in
the immediate vicinity of the tips of fiber microtubules, and therefore acts on their
dynamic directly, the principle of summation of pairwise electrostatic forces operates
between neighboring microtubules all along their lengths - across the fiber (Figure 6).
It was shown that the local depletion of GTP-tubulin cannot occur in the immediate
vicinity of the tip of only one (single) free growing microtubule [44]. Our calculations
revealed that at given solution conditions the local depletion of the GTP-tubulin may
occur in the immediate vicinity of the tips of multitude of self-organized fiber microtu-
bules at a certain critical number of fiber microtubules (Figure 6).
The question that arises from this is what would be the mechanism by which local
GTP-tubulin depletion may operate to control the size of microtubule fiber? During
fiber growth each fiber microtubule grows independently. Therefore, the tips of all
fibers constituting microtubules are independently taking up GTP-tubulin from the
same small pool that is located in the immediate vicinity of fiber terminals, that is, within
a nanometer distance from the tips of growing/shrinking microtubules. Consequently, all
of the microtubule tips from the same fiber may strongly compete for incoming GTP-
tubulin. The competition intensifies with increased number of growing microtubules
within the fiber. Each individual fiber microtubule contributes independently to the
eventual local GTP-tubulin depletion, as each microtubule, of the same fiber, grows
independently. Therefore, we may assume that the total contribution to depletion
may be calculated as a linear sum of all individual fiber microtubule contributions,
sometimes referred to as collective reactivity [64]. If the number of growing microtubules,
which constitute a fiber, is high enough, then they may take up more GTP-tubulin from
the pool than can be supplied by local diffusion. Therefore, local depletion of the GTP-
tubulin may effectively and instantly occur in the immediate vicinity of a growing
fiber terminal (Figure 6).
The local GTP-tubulin depletion may randomly and non-uniformly lead to the
exhaustion of the addition of GTP-tubulin to the tips of different individual microtu-
bules and thus, may randomly slow down or even halt the growth of some individual
fiber microtubules. The instant halting of the growth of an individual fiber microtubule,
in conjunction with the eventual burst of GTP-hydrolysis at the terminal GTP-tubulin
subunits of that particular microtubule, creates conditions that instantaneously switch
on dynamic instability of the same fiber microtubule [65]. Once the dynamic instability
is switched on, the microtubule may shrink, or it may be catastrophically and com-
pletely destroyed. In this way the number of growing fiber microtubules may be re-
duced due to dynamic instability in conjunction with the dynamic of depletion impact.
Once the number of growing microtubules is reduced, the depletion may start to
decline due to a constant supply of fresh GTP-tubulin by local cross diffusion, which is
efficiently empowered by crowded conditions. In this way, the growth of some of fiber
microtubules, whose growth was stopped due to depletion, may resume again while the
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tions. The spatial variation in local GTP-tubulin depletion can be understood as the
nonthermal and nonequilibrium GTP-tubulin local fluctuations [66,67]. Under the
given conditions, these fluctuations may be maintained as long as they are coupled to
dynamic instability and cross diffusion of GTP-tubulin. This tight cooperation between
dynamic instability, GTP-tubulin local fluctuations and cross diffusion, is the essence of
synergy mechanisms, which operate at microtubule tips of the fiber terminals.
Finally, the action of the principle of pairwise forces summation is constantly implicated
in all of these events, and can be understood as essential part of a synergy mechanism,
that is its modulator.
Apart from the apparent randomness of local GTP-tubulin depletion, there are two
stereo-specific aspects of a microtubule GTP-cap tip that may topologically condition
the rate of GTP-tubulin depletion, and the extension of GTP-tubulin depletion zone.
The first of these is the burst of GTP-hydrolysis at the microtubule GTP-cap tip,
and the second is related to the necessity of ? blind mason ? problem solving.The burst of GTP-tubulin hydrolysis
The burst of GTP-tubulin hydrolysis is topologically conditioned by intrinsic struc-
tural parameters of the GTP-cap of each individual fiber microtubule [65]. In turn,
the GTP-hydrolysis burst may switch on dynamic instability of a particular individual
microtubule and cause its subsequent partial or total depolymerization. Therefore,
under the given solution conditions, the elimination pattern of an individual fiber
microtubule by dynamic instability is topologically conditioned by intrinsic GTP-cap
stereo-selective parameters. This stereo-selectivity may lead to different end-configuration
topologies of fiber terminals (Figure 9A,B,C).GTP-tubulin depletion zone is conditioned by the necessity of ? blind mason? problem solving
It is well documented that tubulins structural arrangement in any microtubule lattice
(known so far) strictly follows unique symmetry pattern manifested as the left-handed
(chirality) helicity [68-70]. It was proposed that since tubulin, as the main building
block of microtubule wall, possesses well defined particular asymmetric shape, it can
be docked with precision by appropriate packing constraints of symmetry pattern of
microtubule lattice, and this should be the most direct and the easiest way to solve
the problem of ? blind mason ? during microtubule growth [29]. Therefore in dynamic
picture tubulin docking needs additional effective local space to perform necessary
spatial adjustments due to rotational and translational movement. In turn, this will
condition the size of the GTP-tubulin depletion zone. We believe that the proper so-
lution to the ? blind mason ? problem lies within the frame of nonlinear dynamic. Be-
fore its docking begins in the proper location of GTP-cap tip lattice, the incoming
tubulin has to emerge from the bulk solution. In order to initiate and complete the
docking, it is obviously preferable (energetically and entropically) for tubulin to have
on disposition the full degree of freedom of its rotational and translational motion. In
this way, all the subsequent positional and orientational adjustments will be almost
equally possible. Anisotropy in tubulin motion occurs due to crowdedness, and in
turn it (anisotropy) may impair, energetically and entropically, the tubulin docking.
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is reduced. However, by extrapolating data for lysosyme, we have shown in Figure 7
that in vitro experiments, where only tubulin is present in the solution, anisotropy in
tubulin motion in the bulk may appear only under the strong crowded conditions
(the bulk concentration of tubulin ≥150 mg/ml) [28]. Therefore, in our experiments,
the degree of crowdedness is enough low to allow the problem of ? blind mason ? to be
solved at the cost of extended zone of GTP-tubulin depletion.
The final acts of tubulin docking are governed by the complexity of physical interac-
tions. Firstly, due to the left-handed helical lattice symmetry of microtubule wall the dock-
ing tubulin interacts with tubulins, which already constitute the GTP-cap tip by means of
spatially configured electrostatic interactions. Secondly, it also interacts with the other
(competing) docking tubulins, and here are included electrostatic interactions, and excluded
volume. Obviously tubulin, before its final addition to the GTP-cap tip, is undergoing strong
nonlinear regime of cooperative interactions. Both, the strong interaction cooperativeness
and nonlinearity phenomena are necessary ingredients in symmetry breaking during new
structure formation [71]. In fact, single microtubule, as well as complex microtubules
spatial patterns, manifests distinct symmetry features. On the other hand, from the
thermodynamic point of view, since microtubule system is inherently open system,
then so-called, spontaneous processes of microtubule growth and self-organization
within the system are driven by the production of entropy, more specifically entropy
decrease. Taking into account entropy decrease, breaking the symmetry, nonlinearity
and cooperativeness of relevant physical interactions, and specific geometry of tubulin
molecule, they all together endow the system as the whole with the power to resolve
the enigma of ? blind mason ? by navigating the tubulin through adjusting its energy,
position and proper orientation in order to be added to the GTP-cap tip.
In Figure 9, we have shown three possible classes of synergistic-topological patterns
shaped by synergistic-topological mechanism. The first class (Figure 9A) is produced
when the effects of local GTP-tubulin depletion and local cross diffusion are equilibrated.
Dynamic instability occurs as a synergistic-topological function of those two. The corre-
sponding biological example for this case may be seen in a polarized epithelial cell [57]
(Figure 11A). The second class of fiber end-configuration topology is developed when the
cross diffusion stabilization effects overwhelm the depletion effects (Figure 9B). This case
is relevant for biological systems such as rod shaped cells of the fission yeast Schizosac-
charomyces pombe [72] (see Figure 11B). The third class is generated when depletion
effects overwhelm the local cross diffusion effects. This case is relevant for biological
system of fibroblast, i.e. in formation of leading edge cortical polarity during fibroblast
migration [72] (see Figure 11C).
Overall, intrinsic synergy mechanism in conjunction with topological features of the
interface gap may control the gap size. Briefly, it was shown that when microtubules
grow in a semi-confined volume, the parameters of microtubule dynamic instability
and therefore the overall dynamic of microtubule growth, might be strongly influ-
enced by subtle changes of the local GTP-tubulin concentration [30,73]. The multi-
tude of neighboring microtubules imposes strong and uneven physical constraints on
the GTP-tubulin influx into interface gap space. The impaired (tunable; single file)
diffusion, i.e. cross diffusion as a particular kind of active diffusion is most likely the
only mechanism by which GTP-tubulin may be brought, with a relative retardation,
Figure 11 A biological examples of intrinsic control of size, shape and directionality of microtubule
spatio-temporal pattern by synergistic-topological mechanism. A. Polarized epithelial cell (Schroer
et al. [57]); local GTP-tubulin depletion and local cross diffusion are equilibrated. B. Microtubules intrinsic
induction of cortical polarity in fission yeast (Schizosaccharomyces pombe) (Siegrist and Doe [72]); the cross
diffusion stabilization effects overwhelm the depletion effects. C. Microtubules intrinsic induction of cortical
polarity during fibroblast migration (Siegrist and Doe [72]); depletion effects overwhelm the local cross
diffusion effects.
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fusion may influence internal local fluctuations of GTP-tubulin concentration within
the gap. This local GTP-tubulin fluctuation may in conjunction with a topological
stage of growing microtubule (within the gap) instigate a burst of GTP-hydrolysis,
which in turn leads to dynamic instability. Consequently, the microtubule may start
to shrink back and thus enlarge the interface gap. If the gap is enlarged to a certain
size, the influx of fresh GTP-tubulin, by means of cross diffusion, may recommence
and the microtubule growth may resume.
In conclusion, in the case of the interface gap, it is possible that tight correlation,
i.e. synergy between dynamic instability, GTP-tubulin local fluctuations and crossFigure 12 The possible role of microtubule synergistic-topological mechanism in tumorigenesis
initiation. Failed synergistic-topological mechanism may initiate formation of biologically non-feasible
microtubule synergistic-topological matrix. Non-feasible matrix mayenable rampant aneuploidy, that per se
may preconditioned tumorigenesis to start (Duesberg, et al. [31]; Li, et al. [32]).
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tubule controls the size of the gap. Thus, synergy mechanisms in conjunction with
interface gap topology may be an important aspect of the controlling mechanism of
force and energy transmission as well as signal processing along fiber microtubules
[26,39,58-61].
Possible biological relevance of a synergistic-topological mechanism
At biologically reduced conditions in vitro, we observed strong mutual interdependence
of spatio-temporal microtubule pattern formation and locally associated solution condi-
tions that may be explained by the existence of particular matrix. This matrix would be an
integrated composite of microtubule spatio-temporal pattern and its specific locally asso-
ciated solution conditions. The concept of a matrix related to the microtubule system of a
mitotic spindle has already been proposed [23]. In our case, we consider that a
synergistic-topological matrix is generated and maintained by the synergistic-topological
mechanism including its modulator (the principle of summation of pairwise electrostatic
forces between constituting microtubules of spatio-temporal microtubule pattern). If
synergistic-topological mechanisms fail then it enables formation of biologically non-
feasible synergistic-topological matrices. This may further enable rampant aneuploidy that
may per se precondition tumorigenesis [15,31,32] (Figure 12).
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